
Adventure golf rules & regulations 

1 All visitors must familiarize themselves with these rules and regulations. 

2 Playing field consists of 18 holes.  Lanes are numbered consecutively 1 – 18 and numbers 

are placed at the beginning of lane. Play starts at lane No. 1 and ends at lane No. 18.   Lanes 

are interconnected with sidewalks created by pebble walkways leading to the next hole to 

be played.  

3 Playing lanes are covered by artificial grass carpet and you are allowed to walk on it.  

Movements on the playing lanes and other interconnected surfaces are allowed in clean 

shoes only.    

4 Please be careful and pay increased attention after entering the playing zone.  There are 

various terrain irregularities of natural character or artificially created.  

5 Players from the age of 3 are allowed on the playing field. Children 6 and under are 

allowed in with parental supervision only.  Parents are responsible for their children. Persons 

not playing or supervising their children are not allowed on the playing field. 

6 It is forbidden to move outside the playing lanes (artificial surface) or the walkways.  

Climbing rocks, writing on them or damaging them in any way, or use them as a platform for 

hitting the ball is strictly prohibited.  

7 Players must be careful not injure themselves or other participants. 

8 If you hit the ball outside the playing field or outside the B&B premises you must inform 

the responsible employee. 

9 Persons under the influence of alcohol or drugs are not allowed on the playing field. The 

same applies to persons with aggressive behavior or those expressing abusive actions 

towards B & B employing or other players.  

10 For any gross violation of the rules and regulations, the operator reserves the right to end 

play prematurely and ask the player to leave the facility and forfeit the playing fee. 

11 Smoking is not allowed in all play areas.  Smoking zone is at entry to the golf course.  

Entry with life fire is strictly prohibited.  

12 Eating and drinking during play is not allowed.   Drinks purchases at the reception area 

are allowed in plastic containers only. Glass containers or any other sharp items are not 

allowed.  

13 Players may use only properly cleaned and disinfected golf putters and balls rented from 

the reception.  These items are for play only.  Any other use of the golf clubs and balls is 

prohibited. 

14 Use of the Adventure Golf play field is at person´s own risk. 

15 Please, pay extra attention when children are in the playing area.  



16 Loss of a ball will be charged at 30Kč. 

17 Damage to a golf club will be charged after assessing the actual damage. 

18 Damages to the greenery, equipment or structures of the field, the operator reserves the 

right to demand compensation in the value corresponding to the damages caused.  Please 

report to the reception personnel any and all intentional vandalism or damaging of the field 

or other equipment or please contact the Town Police department at tel. number 156. 

19 Animals are strictly prohibited in the playing areas.  Bicycles, scooters, roller skates, roller 

blades, skate boards or any other similar devices are also prohibited.  

20 No advertizing or promotion activities are allowed without a  permission of the operator 

 


